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We clearly refine the fundamental framework of the thin-layer quantization procedure, and further
develop the procedure by taking the proper terms of degree one in q3 (q3 denotes the curvilinear
coordinate variable perpendicular to curved surface) back into the surface quantum equation. The
well-known geometric potential and kinetic term are modified by the surface thickness. Applying
the developed formalism to a toroidal system obtains the modification for the kinetic term and the
modified geometric potential including the influence of the surface thickness.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The thin-layer quantization formalism was first introduced in 1971 by H. Jensen and H. Koppe [1], and generalized by
R. C. T. da Costa (JKC) to investigate the quantum dynamics for a constrained single particle [2] and for constrained
multiple particles [3]. In the three original papers, the fundamental framework of the JKC procedure was actually
employed, but it was not explicitly defined.
With the development of the theoretical condensed matter physics, two dimensional (2D) curved systems are
extensively investigated to study new physical effects that depend on both the curvature and the electromagnetic
field, such as Aharonov-Bohm effect [4–6], quantum Hall effect [7, 8]. Recently, some experiments were designed to
investigate the geometric effects on the transport in photonic topological crystals [9], on the proximity effects [10] and
on the electron states [11]. Both the theoretical and experimental developments have attracted tremendous interest in
the generalization of the JKC procedure to discuss a curved system with an electromagnetic field [12–14, 16, 17]. Under
certain conditions, for the electromagnetic field a proper gauge should be chosen [13]. At the same time, the presence
of the electromagnetic field determines that the motion equation of the vector potential for the electromagnetic field
should be included [14]. However, there is no an explicit fundamental framework of the JKC procedure to study the
quantum equation, the chosen gauge and the motion of the vector potential simultaneously. The absence may lead
to some calculational ambiguities [15]. Generally, the curved system in an electromagnetic field can be described
by a canonical action integral [14, 18]. By performing partial integration, the action can be divided into a volume
integral and a surface integral. By varying the volume integral, the mentioned quantum equation can be obtained.
In the general form, the absence of the fundamental framework of the JKC procedure maybe lead some calculational
ambiguities for the simplifications of the integrals.
In the present paper, we will explicitly refine the fundamental framework of the JKC procedure. The procedure
determines that the limit q3 → 0 (q3 is the curvilinear coordinate variable perpendicular to the curved surface) must
be performed after calculating all derivatives with respect to q3, and the limit d→ 0 (d denotes the thickness of the
curved surface) must be done after integrating all integrations of q3. Employing the framework, we reconsider a spin-
less charged particle confined on a curved surface in an electromagnetic field. For the considered system, the Coulomb
gauge, which is chosen for the vector potential of the electromagnetic field, the motion of the vector potential, which
couples to the three-dimensional (3D) electric currents ~J , and the Schro¨dinger equation are together originally defined
in (3D) curved space. It is more physical and actual that a curved system has a certain thickness [19]. We develop
the fundamental framework by taking the suitable terms of degree one in q3 back into the surface quantum dynamics.
These terms modify the well-known geometric potential and kinetic term. These modifications can approximately
describe the effects of the surface thickness. As an example for the applications of the developed procedure, we
consider a spin-less charged particle constrained in a thin toroidal volume in the presence of an electromagnetic field.
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2This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, the fundamental framework of the JKC procedure is explicitly refined.
In Sec. III, a spin-less charged particle bounded on a curved surface with an electromagnetic field is reconsidered in
the refined framework. In Sec. IV, we develop the JKC formalism to primitively include the effects of the thickness
of curved surface. In Sec. V, using the developed JKC procedure we investigate a spin-less charged particle confined
in a thin toroidal volume with an electromagnetic field. In Sec. VI, we conclude and discuss the paper.
II. THE FUNDAMENTAL FRAMEWORK OF THE JKC PROCEDURE
FIG. 1: (Color online) Schematics of the main surface S, the subspace VN and two auxiliary surfaces S1 and S2. S is described by
~r(q1, q2). VN is enclosed by S1 and S2.
For the sake of convenient statement, we first define a subspace VN which is enclosed by two parallel surfaces S1
and S2 with a certain distance d. The main surface S has a unique distance d/2 to S1 and S2. They are sketched in
Fig. 1. S is parametrized by ~r(q1, q2). VN can be described by
~R(q1, q2, q3) = ~r(q1, q2) + q3~n(q1, q2), (1)
where ~n(q1, q2) is a unit vector perpendicular to S.
In VN , the metric tensor is defined by
Gij =
 G11 G12 0G21 G22 0
0 0 1
 , (i, j = 1, 2, 3), (2)
where Gij =
∂ ~R
∂qi · ∂
~R
∂qj . Squeezed on S, the metric tensor (2) is simplified as
G˜ij =
 g11 g12 0g21 g22 0
0 0 1
 = lim
q3→0
(Gij), (3)
where gab =
∂~r
∂qa · ∂~r∂qb , (a, b = 1, 2). The relation between G and g is
G = f2g, (4)
where G is the determinant of the matrix Gij , g is the determinant of the matrix G˜ij , and the factor f is
f = 1 + 2Mq3 +Kq
2
3 , (5)
wherein M is the mean curvature and K is the Gaussian curvature, they are defined by
M =
1
2
Tr(α), K = det(α). (6)
In Eq. (6), the elements of the Weingarten curvature matrix α are expressed as
α11 =
1
g
(g12h21 − g22h11), α12 = 1
g
(g21h11 − g11h21),
α21 =
1
g
(g12h22 − g22h12), α22 = 1
g
(g12h21 − g11h22),
(7)
3where hab are the coefficients of the second fundamental form, hab = ~n · ∂2~r∂qa∂qb , wherein ~n is the unit vector perpen-
dicular to S [20],
~n =
∂~r
∂q1 × ∂~r∂q2
| ∂~r∂q1 × ∂~r∂q2 |
. (8)
In the light of the three original papers [1–3], it is straightforward to learn that the final aim of the JKC procedure is
to squeeze the particle on S, and to keep the effects induced by the surface curvature in the surface quantum dynamics
as much as possible. According to the aim, we clearly refine the fundamental framework of the JKC procedure as
follows:
(1) A curved system (including dynamical equations, gauge conditions and so on) is originally defined in VN .
(2) In terms of the metric tensor Gij defined in VN , one calculates all the curvilinear coordinate derivatives those
appear in Step (1).
(3) To perform the limit q3 → 0 to remove all the terms depending on q3 that present in Step (2), and accomplish to
separate the dynamical equation into surface and normal components.
The feasibility of Step (3) is ensured by the introduction of the squeezing potential [1]
Vλ(q3) =
{
0, q3 = 0,
∞, q3 6= 0, (9)
which squeezes the particle on S. In the fundamental procedure, it is rather obvious but very important that the
limit q3 → 0 must be performed after calculating all derivatives with respect to q3, and the limit d→ 0 must be done
after integrating all integrations of q3. The two stipulations can preserve the effects induced by the surface curvature
in the surface dynamics as much as possible, and can help user to avoid some calculational ambiguities.
III. A SPIN-LESS CHARGED PARTICLE CONFINED ON 2D CURVED SURFACE IN AN
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
In the refined framework, we reconsider a spin-less charged particle confined on S in an electromagnetic field. The
system can be described by the Schro¨dinger equation that is
i~Dtψ = − ~
2
2m
DiD
iψ + Vλ(q3)ψ, (10)
where m is the mass of particle, ψ is a wave function, Vλ(q3) is the potential (9), Dt = ∂t+
ie
~ A0, and Di = ∇i+ ie~ Ai,
wherein −e is the charge of particle. For the electromagnetic field, we choose the Coulomb gauge. In VN , we expand
the Schro¨dinger equation (10) and the Coulomb gauge in the following forms
i~Dtψ = − ~
2
2m
[
1√
G
∂i(
√
GGij∂jψ) +
2ie
~
GijAj∂iψ − e
2
~2
GijAiAjψ] + Vλ(q3)ψ, (11)
and
~∇ · ~A = 1√
G
∂i(
√
GGijAj) = 0, (i, j = 1, 2, 3), (12)
where Gij is the reciprocal of the matrix Gij defined by Eq. (2). In order to decompose the quantum equation
(11) into surface and normal components, we introduce a new wave function χ(q1, q2, q3) = χs(q1, q2)χt(q3). The
conservation of the norm gives the relation:
ψ = f−
1
2χ, (13)
where f is defined by Eq. (5). Substituting Eq. (13) into Eq. (11), and implementing the limit q3 → 0, we can
rewrite the Schro¨dinger equation Eq. (11) as
i~Dtχ =− ~
2
2m
[
1√
g
∂a(
√
ggab∂bχ) +
2ie
~
gabAb∂aχ− e
2
~2
gabAaAbχ+ ∂3∂
3χ+
2ie
~
A3∂3χ
− 2ie
~
A3Mχ− e
2
~2
A3A
3χ] + Vgχ+ Vλ(q3)χ,
(14)
4where (a, b = 1, 2) and Vg is the well-known geometric potential [1] defined by
Vg = − ~
2
2m
[M2 −K], (15)
wherein M is the mean curvature, K is the Gaussian curvature in Eq. (6). By limiting q3 → 0, the Coulomb gauge
(12) can be rewritten as
~∇ · ~A = 1√
g
∂a(
√
ggabAb) + ∂3A
3 + 2MA3 = 0, (16)
where (a, b = 1, 2) and M is the mean curvature. It shows that the term 2MA3 in Eq. (16) is given by
lim
q3→0
1√
G
(∂3
√
G)A3 = lim
q3→0
1
f
(∂3f)A
3 = 2MA3. (17)
In contrast to the result in [13], the contribution of the Coulomb gauge keeps the term − 2ie~ A3Mχ in the left hand
side of Eq. (14), and vanishes the terms ie~
1√
g∂a(
√
ggabAb)χ and
ie
~ (∂3A
3)χ.
In stationary situation, the motion of the vector potential ~A in the Coulomb gauge is
∇2 ~A = [ 1√
G
∂i(
√
GGij∂j)] ~A = −µ~J, (18)
where (i, j = 1, 2, 3), µ is the permeability of the material, ~J are 3D electric currents. The vanishing of the J3
component current can supply an equation:
1√
G
∂a(
√
GGab∂b)A3 +
1√
G
∂3(
√
G∂3)A3 = 0. (19)
Squeezing on S, we can rewrite Eq. (19) as
1√
g
∂a(
√
ggab∂b)A3 + ∂3∂
3A3 + 2M∂
3A3 = 0 (20)
with (a, b = 1, 2). From Eq. (14), it is straightforward that the vanishing of the terms of A3 is necessary and
sufficient to decouple the quantum dynamics (14) into a surface dynamics and a normal dynamics. Fortunately,
it is apparently possible to find a restricted gauge function f(q1, q2, q3), which satisfies the gauge transformation
A′3(q1, q2, q3) = A3(q1, q2, q3) + ∂3f(q1, q2, q3) = 0, in the Coulomb gauge. The Coulomb gauge implies the identity
∂3∂
3f = 0. Furthermore, we have ∂3A
′3 = 0 and ∂3A3 = 0. These transformed results satisfy Eq. (20). As J3 6= 0,
the Coulomb gauge obviously determines that we can not find a restricted gauge function to satisfy A′3 = 0 and
1√
g
∂a(
√
ggab∂b)A
′
3 + ∂3∂
3A′3 + 2M∂
3A′3 6= 0 (21)
with (a, b = 1, 2), simultaneously. In consequence, the vanishing of the J3 component current is necessary to decompose
the Schro¨dinger equation (14) into a surface equation
i~∂tχs = − ~
2
2m
[
1√
g
∂a(
√
ggab∂bχs) +
2ie
~
gabAb∂aχs − e
2
~2
gabAaAbχs] + Vgχs + eA0χs, (22)
and a normal equation
i~∂tχt = − ~
2
2m
∂3∂
3χt + Vλ(q3)χt. (23)
It is noteworthy that the Schro¨dinger equation (14), the Coulomb gauge (16), and the motion equation of the vector
potential (18) together describe the spin-less charged particle confined on S in the presence of an electromagnetic field
including its sources ~J . At the same vein, they together determine that the vanishing of the J3 component current is
necessary to the validity of the JKC procedure. And they are originally defined in VN , we can not simplify them by
prematurely limiting q3 → 0.
5In a general form, the previously discussed system can be described by a canonical action integral [13, 14, 18] as
S =
∫
VN
[−i~ψ∗Dtψ + ~
2
2m
( ~Dψ)∗ · ( ~Dψ) + Vλ(q3)|ψ|2], (24)
where Dt = ∂t +
ie
~ A0,
~D = ~∇+ ie~ ~A, ψ is a wave function and Vλ(q3) is the squeezing potential (9). By performing
partial integration, in the Coulomb gauge the action (24) can be divided into a volume integral
Sv =
∫
VN
{−i~ψ∗Dtψ − ~
2
2m
ψ∗[∇i∇iψ − e
2
~2
~A2ψ +
2ie
~
Ai∇iψ + Vλ(q3)ψ]}, (25)
and a closed surface integral
Ss =
~2
2m
∮
∂VN
(ψ∗ ~Dψ). (26)
Varying the action Sv in (25), we obtain the Schro¨dinger equation for ψ in the Coulomb gauge as Eq. (11). It is
easy to decompose into the surface dynamics (22) and the normal dynamics (23) by repeating the above adopted
procedure. The surface integral (26) plays the role of a boundary condition, which vanishes, and that the Schro¨dinger
equation (11) is stipulated only by the volume integral (25). With the limit d→ 0, the vanishing of the integral (26)
is equivalent to
lim
d→0
[ψ∗(∂3 − ie~ A3)ψ] d2 = limd→0[ψ
∗(∂3 − ie~ A3)ψ]− d2 . (27)
It is easy to see that the vanishing of the integral (26) is trivially satisfied by the smoothness of ψ and ∂3ψ passing
through S [18]. As a conclusion, the JKC method can be used with the continuity of ψ and ∂3ψ passing through
S. Under the conditions, an arbitrary boundary condition, which is imposed on the normal fluctuation of the wave
function, does not endanger the validity of the JKC approach.
If the limit d→ 0 is brought into the surface integral and replaced by q3 → 0, we would obtain a trivial identity
lim
q3→0
[ψ∗(∂3 − ie~ A3)ψ] = limq3→0[ψ
∗(∂3 − ie~ A3)ψ], (28)
or obtain a boundary condition
lim
q3→0
[ψ∗(∂3 − ie~ A3)ψ] = 0, (29)
the later condition is very more strict than the condition Eq. (27). On physical grounds one can argue that it is more
physically consistent to assume certain variation δψ on ∂VN . In the case, the artificially enhanced condition gives
lim
q3→0
(∂3 − ie~ A3)ψ = 0, (30)
which means that an imposed Nuemann type boundary condition will invalidate the JKC procedure except where
the curved surface has a constant mean curvature [14]. In order to escape some unnecessary ambiguities, the limit
d→ 0 should be performed after calculating all curvilinear coordinate integrals, especially the integrations of q3. By
following the stipulation, it is easy to check that the surface integral (26) can not contribute a volume integral term
− ie~m A3Mχ∗χ to the volume integral (25). The convenient contribution stems from that the limit d → 0 is brought
into the integral and replaced by q3 → 0 performed prematurely.
IV. THE MODIFICATION INDUCED BY THE SURFACE THICKNESS
It is the central result of the JKC procedure that the geometric potential induced by the surface curvature appears
in the surface dynamics. The process is probably severe and breaks with natural limits set by the uncertainty principle,
but it has been demonstrated that the attractive geometric potential is valid and important to some curved systems
[21–23]. On actual grounds, the curved surface with certain thickness is the real existence. To the best of our
knowledge, it is still not completely clear how to introduce the modifications induced by the surface thickness into
the surface dynamics. In keeping within the scope of the fundamental procedure refined in Sec. II, we further extend
6the JKC framework by adding a step that is
(4) To take the certain terms (they were vanished in Step (3)) of degree one in q3 back into the surface quantum
dynamics obtained in Step (3). It is necessary to indicate that here the relived terms are not all the first degree terms
with respect to q3. The selected basis is that each of the revived terms must have counterpart terms appearing in the
surface Schro¨dinger equation in Step 3, and it with its counterparts are together deduced from a same original term,
the original term can be found in the original Schro¨dinger equation in Step 1.
Performing Step (4), we extend the surface Schro¨dinger equation (22) as
i~∂tχs = − ~
2
2m
[
1√
g
∂a(
√
ggab∂bχs) +
2ie
~
gabAb(∂aχs)− e
2
~2
gabAaAbχs] +H
′χs + V ′gχs + eA0χs. (31)
Here V ′g is a new geometric potential, which is the well-known geometric potential extended to include the modification
of the thickness of the curved surface, in the following form
V ′g = Vg(1− 4Mq3), (32)
where Vg is the well-known potential (15), M is the mean curvature. In Eq. (31), the contribution of degree one in
q3 to the kinetic term, H
′ is calculated as
H ′ =
~2
2m
q3{ 1√
g
∂a[
√
ggab(∂bM)−√gwab∂b] + 2ie~ Aa[g
ab(∂bM)− wab∂b] + e
2
~2
wabAaAb − 2(∂aM)gab∂b} (33)
with wab = g′ab −Mgab, where g′ab is determined by the expression Gab ≈ gab + g′abq3 + · · · , wherein Gab is the
reciprocal of Gab, and g
ab is the inverse of gab. It is worthwhile to note that q3 in Eqs. (32) and (33) is a relative
infinitesimal constant rather than a variable. This conclusion is determined by the limitation of the extended JKC
procedure. Obviously, as q3 = 0 the modified geometric potential V
′
g becomes the well-known geometric potential Vg,
the modification for the kinetic term vanishes, and Eq. (31) is the same as in [13]. When the electromagnetic field is
disappeared, Aa = 0, Eq. (31) is different from the counterpart originally given in [2] with the modification induced
by the surface thickness. The modifications is rather obvious to Vg under certain conditions as shown in Fig. 3 (a).
In the limited case q3 = 0, the equation (31) is completely equivalent to the result in [2] when the electromagnetic
field is vanished. The presence of the geometrical potential newly defines the geometric momentum [24] to replace
the usual momentum. It is interesting to further study the modification induced by the thickness of surface to the
geometric momentum.
V. A SPIN-LESS CHARGED PARTICLE CONFINED IN A THIN TOROIDAL VOLUME WITH AN
ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD
A torus is a mathematical topological geometry. The particular topology is a test bed for models on curved surfaces
[12, 25]. In the curvilinear coordinate system (θ, φ, q3), a torus is put in an arbitrary constant magnetic field ~B
described in Fig. 2.
FIG. 2: (Color online) A torus with a minor radius a and a major radius R0 in a constant electromagnetic field ~B. The magnetic field ~B
can be separated into ~B1, which lies in the plane determined by R0 and φ, and ~B0, which is normal to the circle defined by R0 and φ.
Now let us to apply the developed JKC procedure to the toroidal system. Points on the toroidal surface can be
parametrized as
~r(θ, φ) = W~eρ + a sin θ~ez, (34)
7and then points near the surface may be parametrized as
~R(θ, φ, q) = W~eρ + a sin θ~ez + q3~en, (35)
where W = R0 + a cos θ, ~en is the unit vector perpendicular to the surface, q3 is the curvilinear coordinate variable
normal to the surface. According to the definitions Gab = ∂a ~R · ∂b ~R, and gab = ∂a~r · ∂b~r (a, b = 1, 2), we obtain
gab =
(
a2 0
0 W 2
)
, (36)
and
Gab =
(
(a+ q3)
2 0
0 (W + q3 cos θ)
2
)
. (37)
The inverse matrices with respect to Gab and gab are
gab =
(
1
a2 0
0 1W 2
)
, (38)
and
Gab =
(
1
(a+q3)2
0
0 1(W+q3 cos θ)2
)
, (39)
respectively. In contrast to a and R0, q3 is relative infinitesimal, which can be interpreted that the toroidal surface is
enough thin, we can approximate the matrix Gab as
Gab ≈ gab + g′abq3, (40)
reserved only the term of degree one in q3, where
g′ab = −2
(
1
a3 0
0 cos θW 3
)
. (41)
From Eqs. (36), (37) and (4), we can obtain that the factor f in Eq. (5) is
f = 1 +
W + a cos θ
aW
q3 +
cos θ
aW
q23 , (42)
the mean curvature and the Gaussian curvature are
M =
W + a cos θ
2aW
, K =
cos θ
aW
, (43)
respectively.
In the Coulomb gauge, we can choose the components of the vector potential for the toroidal system as
Aθ = B1a
2 sinφ, Aφ = B0W
2 −B1aW sin θ cosφ, Aq = 0. (44)
The quantum equation can deduced from Eq. (31) as
i~∂tχs = − ~
2
2m
{ 1
a2
∂2θχs −
sin θ
aW
∂θχs +
1
W 2
∂2φχs +
2ie
~
B1 sinφ∂θχs +
2ie
~
(B0 −B1 a
W
sin θ cosφ)∂φχs
− e
2
~2
[(B1a sinφ)
2 + (B0W −B1a sin θ cosφ)2]χs}+H ′χs + V ′gχs.
(45)
The salient feature of Eq. (45) is the presence of the modification induced by the surface thickness q3 for the kinetic
term, which is
H ′ =
~2
2m
q3[
5W + a cos θ
2a3W
∂2θ +
W + 5a cos θ
2aW 3
∂2φ + (
R0 sin θ
2a2W 2
− 3 sin θ
a2W
)∂θ +
ie
~
5W + a cos θ
aW
B1 sinφ∂θ
+
ie
~
W + 5a cos θ
aW 2
(B0W −B1a sin θ cosφ)∂φ − R0(a+R0 cos θ)
2a2W 3
− ie
~
R0 sin θ
W 2
B1 sinφ
− e
2
~2
5W + a cos θ
2W
B21a sin
2 φ− e
2
~2
W + 5a cos θ
2aW
(B0W −B1a sin θ cosφ)2],
(46)
8FIG. 3: (Color online) Spatial profiles of V ′g in units of V0 =
~2
8ma2
with q3 = 0.5nm, 0nm, −0.5nm at (a) R0 = 15nm, a = 10nm, (b)
R0 = 20nm, a = 10nm, (c) R0 = 25nm, a = 10nm and (d) R0 = 50nm, a = 10nm.
and the geometric potential is added by a first degree term of q3 as below
V ′g = −
~2R20
8ma2W 2
+
~2R20(W + a cos θ)
4ma3W 3
q3. (47)
Here the first term in the right hand side is the well-known geometric potential Vg from the nonzero surface curvature,
which is the same as in [13], the second term is the contribution of the first degree term of q3. In other words, the
second term in Eq. (47) can be used to approximately describe the modification induced by the surface thickness to
Vg. In order to visualize the modification induced by the surface thickness to Vg, the spatial profiles of the modified
geometric potential V ′g for q3 = 0.5nm, 0nm, 0.5nm in units of
~2
8ma2 are sketched in Fig. 3 at (a) R0 = 15nm,
a = 10nm, (b) R0 = 20nm, a = 10nm, (c) R0 = 25nm, a = 10nm and (d) R0 = 50nm, a = 10nm. When q3 = 0nm,
V ′g trivially becomes equivalent to Vg. As shown in Fig.3, the downward peaks of V
′
g and Vg at θ = pi decrease with
increasing the major radius R0 when the minor radius a is fixed at a certain value. The relation between a and V
′
g
or Vg is implied in the unit V0 =
~2
8ma2 . Fig.3 (a) shows that the downward peaks of V
′
g with R0 = 1.5a grow with
increasing the surface thickness. But the surface thickness does not influence the amplitude of the downward peaks of
V ′g with R0 = 2a. It is described in Fig.3 (c) and (d) that the contribution of the surface thickness is not significant
to V ′g . In the later three cases, one can use Vg to replace V
′
g completely under some certain conditions.
VI. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSIONS
We have explicitly refined the fundamental framework for the thin-layer quantization procedure that consists of
three stages: (1) originally define the curved dynamics in the 3D subspace VN , (2) subsequently calculate all various
curvilinear coordinate derivatives appearing in the dynamics, (3) finally perform the limit q3 → 0 to squeeze the
particle on the curved surface and obtain the effective surface dynamics. Essentially, the fundamental framework
is determined by the final aim of the JKC formalism. The aim is to squeeze the particle on the curved surface,
simultaneously to keep the effects of the surface curvature in the expectant surface quantum equation as much as
possible. Preserving the effects induced by the surface curvature is of essence to the JKC method, which naturally
defines that the limit q3 → 0 must be performed after calculating all derivatives with respect to q3 in the dynamical
equation, in the necessary gauge, and so on. In a general form, the limit d → 0 must be done after integrating all
integrations of q3 in the canonical action integral and its deuterogenic integrals. The refined framework and the two
stipulations can help user to avoid some ambiguities in the JKC procedure.
9Using the refined fundamental framework, we have reconsidered a spin-less charged particle bounded on the curved
surface in an electromagnetic field [13]. The Coulomb gauge chosen for the electromagnetic field, the motion of the
electromagnetic field and the Schro¨dinger equation are originally defined in the 3D subspace VN . These definitions
determine that the vanishing of the J3 component current is necessary to accomplish the decoupling of the electro-
magnetic field from the surface curvature and the separability of the Shcro¨dinger equation into surface and normal
dynamics. In the general form of the canonical action integral, the stipulation on the limit d→ 0 can guarantee that
an arbitrary boundary condition, which is imposed on the normal fluctuation of the wave function, does not influence
the validity of the JKC formalism provided that the wave function and its derivative with respect to q3 smoothly pass
through the curved surface [18].
Furthermore, we have primitively considered the effects of the thickness of the curved surface by adding a step to the
the fundamental framework. The step is to take the proper terms of degree one in q3 back into the expectant surface
quantum equation. These terms modify the well-known geometric potential and the kinetic term to include the effects
of the surface thickness. Using the developed JKC procedure, we have investigated a spin-less particle squeezed in a
thin toroidal volume, and have obtained the modification for the kinetic term and the modified geometric potential
including the effects of the surface thickness. It shows that the surface thickness substantially affects the geometric
potential under some special conditions.
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